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Structured Document Retrieval (SDR)

q Traditional IR is about finding relevant documents to a user’s information
need, e.g. entire book.

q SDR allows users to retrieve document components that are more
focussed to their information needs, e.g  a chapter, a page, several
paragraphs of a book instead of an entire book.

q The structure of documents is exploited to identify which document
components to retrieve.

• Structure improves precision
• Exploit visual memory

Queries in SDR

q Three types of queries:

—Content-only (CO) queries

ß Standard IR queries but here we are  retrieving document components

ß “London tube strikes”

—Structure-only queries

ß Usually not that useful from an IR perspective

ß “Paragraph containing a diagram next to a table”
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Queries in SDR

qThree types of queries:

—Content-and-structure (CAS) queries

ß Put on constraints on which types of components are to be retrieved

• E.g. “Sections of an article in the Times about congestion charges”

• E.g. Articles that contain sections about congestion charges in London,
and that contain a picture of Ken Livingstone, and return titles of these
articles”

ß Inner constraints (support elements), target elements

Documents Query

Document representation

Retrieval results

Query representation

Indexing Formulation

Retrieval  function

Relevance
feedback

Conceptual model for IR

(Van Rijsbergen 1979)
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Conceptual model for SDR

Structured documents Content + structure

Inverted file +
structure index

tf, idf, acc

Matching content +
structure

Presentation of related components

Documents Query

Document representation

Retrieval results

Query representation

Indexing Formulation

Retrieval  function

Relevance
feedback

Conceptual model for SDR

Structured documents

Content + structure

Inverted file +
structure index

tf, idf, acc

Matching content +
structure

Presentation of related components

e.g. acc can be used to capture the importance
 of the structure

query languages referring to content 
and structure are being developed for
accessing XML documents,  e.g. 
XIRQL, NEXI, XQUERY

XML is the currently adopted format
for structured documents

structure index captures in which document
component the term occurs (e.g. title, section),
as well as the type of document components
(e.g. XML tags)

additional constraints are imposed 
from the structure

e.g. a chapter and its sections 
may be retrieved
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Structured Documents

Book

Chapters

Sections

Paragraphs

w In general, any document can be
considered structured according to one
or more structure-type
n Linear order of words, sentences,

paragraphs …
n Hierarchy or logical structure of a

book’s chapters, sections …
n Links (hyperlink), cross-references,

citations …
n Temporal and spatial relationships in

multimedia documents     World Wide Web

                          This is only
                           only another
                           to look one
   le to show the need an la a
   out structure of and more
   a document and so ass to
   it doe not necessary text a
   structured document  have
  retrieval on the web is an it
  important topic of today ’s
  research it issues to make se
  last sentence..

Structured Documents

q The structure can be implicit or explicit

q Explicit structure is formalised through
document representation standards (Mark-
up Languages)

— Layout
ß LaTeX (publishing), HTML (Web publishing)

— Structure
ß SGML, XML (Web publishing, engineering),

MPEG-7 (broadcasting)

— Content/Semantic
ß RDF (ontology)

     World Wide Web

                          This is only
                           only another
                           to look one
   le to show the need an la a
   out structure of and more
   a document and so ass to
   it doe not necessary text a
   structured document  have
  retrieval on the web is an it
  important topic of today ’s
  research it issues to make se
  last sentence..

<b><font  size=+2>SDR</font></b>
<img src="qmir.jpg" border=0>

<section>
    <subsection>
        <paragraph>… </paragraph>
        <paragraph>… </paragraph>
    </subsection>
</section>

<Book rdf:about=“book”>
   <rdf:author=“..”/>
   <rdf:title=“…”/>
</Book>
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XML: eXtensible Mark-up Language

q Meta-language (user-defined tags) currently being adopted as the
document format language by W3C

q Used to describe content and structure (and not layout)

q Grammar described in DTD (Æ used for validation)

<lecture>
     <title> Structured Document Retrieval </title>
     <author> <fnm> Smith </fnm> <snm> John </snm> </author>
     <chapter>
          <title> Introduction into SDR </title>
          <paragraph> …. </paragraph>
          …
     </chapter> …
</lecture>

<!ELEMENT lecture (title, author+,chapter+)>
<!ELEMENT author (fnm*,snm)>
<!ELEMENT fnm #PCDATA>
…

(http://www.w3.org/XML/)

XML: eXtensible Mark-up Language

q Use of XPath notation to refer to the XML structure

chapter/title: title is a direct sub-component of chapter
//title: any title
chapter//title: title is a direct or indirect sub-component of chapter
chapter/paragraph[2]: any direct second paragraph of any chapter
chapter/*: all direct sub-components of a chapter

<lecture>
     <title> Structured Document Retrieval </title>
     <author> <fnm> Smith </fnm> <snm> John </snm> </author>
     <chapter>
          <title> Introduction into SDR </title>
          <paragraph> …. </paragraph>
          …
     </chapter> …
</lecture>
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Approaches

qRegion algebra

qPassage retrieval

qAggregation-based

qXML retrieval

Region algebra

qManipulates text intervals - “between which positions in the
document?”; and uses containment relationships - “in which
components?”
—Various methods but with similar aims: Simple Concordance List,

Generalised Concordance List, Proximal Nodes …

—Ranking based on word distances

—Suited for CO and CAS queries

100.1       100.2   101           102            103          103.1
<lecture> <title> Structured Document Retrieval </title>
     103.2         103.3    104            105  106            107           108         108.1
     <chapter> <title> Introduction into Structured Document Retrieval </title>
     … SDR …
     167.2         167.3
     </chapter> </lecture>

Query: “document” and “retrieval”
Intervals: {(102, 103)(107, 108)}

Query: [chapter] containing SDR
Intervals: {(103.2, 167.2)}

(SIGIR 1992, Baezia-Yates etal 1999, XML retrieval Mihajlovic etal CIKM 2005)
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Passage retrieval

q Passage: continuous part of a document,
Document: set of passages

q A passage can be defined in several ways:
— Fixed-length e.g. (300-word windows, overlapping)
— Discourse (e.g. sentence, paragraph) ¨ e.g. according to logical structure

but fixed (e.g. passage = sentence, or passage = paragraph)
— Semantic (TextTiling based on sub-topics)

q Apply IR techniques to passages
— Retrieve passage or document based on highest ranking passage or sum of

ranking scores for all passages
— Deal principally with CO queries

p1          p2        p3                        p4                          p5           p6
doc

(SIGIR 1993, SIGIR 1994)

Aggregation-based

q Approaches that exploit the hierarchical structure;
particularly suited to XML retrieval

q General idea: the representation or rank score of a
composite component (e.g. article and section) is
defined as the aggregated representation or rank score
of its sub-components
— Aggregation of retrieval status values

— Aggregation of representations paragraph

article

section

p1 is about “XML”, “retrieval”
p2 is about “XML”, “authoring”

 1     2

 1     2     3

sec3 is then also about
“XML” (in fact very much
about “XML”), “retrieval”,
“authoring”

(SIGIR 1997, JDoc 1998, SPIRE 2002, Frisse 1988, Chiaramella etal, 1996, ECIR 2002)
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XML Retrieval

q Data-centric views of XML documents
—XML database retrieval

q Document-centric view of XML
—XML information retrieval: content-oriented approaches

q XML retrieval
—Challenges

—Approaches

Data Centric XML Documents

<CLASS name=“DCS317” num_of_std=“100”>
    <LECTURER lecid=“111”>Thomas</LECTURER>
    <STUDENT marks=“70” origin=“Oversea”>
           <NAME>Mounia</NAME>
   </STUDENT>
   <STUDENT marks=“30” origin=“EU”>
           <NAME>Tony</NAME>
 </STUDENT>
</CLASS>
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Document Centric XML Documents

<CLASS name=“DCS317” num_of_std=“100”>

<LECTURER lecid=“111”>Mounia</LECTURER>

<STUDENT studid=“007” >

<NAME>James Bond</NAME> is the best student in the

class. He scored <INTERM>95</INTERM> points out of
<MAX>100</MAX>. His presentation of <ARTICLE>Using

Materialized Views in Data Warehouse</ARTICLE> was

brilliant.

</STUDENT>

<STUDENT stuid=“131”>

<NAME>Donald Duck</NAME> is not a very good

student. He scored <INTERM>20</INTERM> points…

</STUDENT>

</CLASS>

Database approaches to XML retrieval

                             Relational                   OO                Native

Flexibility, expressiveness, complexity

Efficiency

q Data-oriented retrieval
— containment and not aboutness

— no relevance-based ranking

q Aims/challenges tend to focus on efficiency performance

q … but ranking is slowly becoming important too …

XQuery

(XXL system; SIGMOD 2005, VLDB 2005)
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Content-oriented XML retrieval

Return document components of varying
granularity (e.g. a book, a chapter, a
section, a paragraph, a table, a figure,
etc), relevant to the user’s information
need both with regards to content and

structure.

SEARCHING = QUERYING + BROWSINGSEARCHING = QUERYING + BROWSING

Book

Chapters

Sections

Subsections

     World Wide Web

                          This is only
                           only another
                           to look one
   le to show the need an la a
   out structure of and more
   a document and so ass to
   it doe not necessary text a
   structured document  have
  retrieval on the web is an it
  important topic of today ’s
  research it issues to make se
  last sentence..

XML retrieval allows users to retrieve 
document components that are 
more focussed, e.g.  a subsection 
of a book instead of an entire book.

SEARCHING = QUERYING + BROWSINGSEARCHING = QUERYING + BROWSING
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Content-oriented XML retrieval

Retrieve the best components according to content
and structure criteria:

q INEX:  most specific component that satisfies the query, while being exhaustive
to the query

q Shakespeare study: best entry points, which are components from which
many relevant components can be reached through browsing

q ???

      Article                        ?XML,?retrieval

                                                                                                                   ?authoring

                          0.9 XML                          0.5 XML                         0.2 XML

                                0.4 retrieval                                                           0.7 authoring

Challenge 1: term weights

Title Section 1 Section 2

No fixed retrieval unit + nested document components:
q how to obtain document and collection statistics (e.g. tf, idf)
q which aggregation formalism to use?
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      Article                        ?XML,?retrieval

                                                                                                                   ?authoring

                          0.9 XML                          0.5 XML                         0.2 XML

                                0.4 retrieval                                                           0.7 authoring

Challenge 2: augmentation weights

Title Section 1 Section 2

Nested document components:
q which components contribute best to content of Article (e.g. acc)?
q how to estimate augmentation weights (e.g. size, number of children)?
q how to aggregate term and/or augmentation weights?

0.5 0.8 0.2

      Article                        ?XML,?retrieval

                                                                                                                   ?authoring

                          0.9 XML                          0.5 XML                         0.2 XML

                                0.4 retrieval                                                           0.7 authoring

Challenge 3: component weights

Title Section 1 Section 2

Different types of document components:
q which component is a good retrieval unit?
q is element size an issue?
q how to estimate component weights (frequency, user studies, size)?
q how to aggregate term, augmentation and/or component weights?

0.6

0.4 0.4

0.5
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      Article                        XML,retrieval

                                                                                                                   authoring

                          XML                          XML                               XML

                                          retrieval                         authoring

Challenge 4: overlapping elements

Title Section 1 Section 2

Nested (overlapping) elements:
q Section 1 and article are both relevant to “XML retrieval”
q which one to return so that to reduce overlap?
q Should the decision be based on user studies, size, types, etc?

Approaches …

vector space model

probabilistic model

Bayesian network

language model

extending DB model

Boolean model

natural language processing

cognitive model

ontology

parameter estimation

tuning

smoothing

fusion

phrase

term statistics

collection statistics

component statistics

proximity search

logistic regression

belief model
relevance feedback

divergence from randomness

machine learning
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Vector space model

article index

abstract index

section index

sub-section index

paragraph index

RSV normalised RSV

RSV normalised RSV

RSV normalised RSV

RSV normalised RSV

RSV normalised RSV

merge

tf and idf as for fixed and non-nested retrieval units

(IBM Haifa, INEX 2003)

Language model

element language model
collection language model
smoothing parameter l

element score

element size
element score
article score

query expansion with blind feedback
ignore elements with £ 20 terms

high value of l  leads to increase in size of retrieved elements 

results with l = 0.9, 0.5 and 0.2 similar

rank element

(University of Amsterdam, INEX 2003)
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Controlling Overlap

• Start with a component ranking, elements are re-
ranked to control overlap.

• Retrieval status values (RSV) of those components
containing or contained within higher ranking
components are iteratively adjusted

1. Select the highest ranking component.

2. Adjust the RSV of the other components.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until the top m components have been
selected.

(SIGIR 2005)

…..

q See INEX proceedings, SIGIR XML IR workshops, INEX
Information Retrieval special issue 2005, forthcoming TOIS
special issue, SIGIR 2004, SIGIR 2005, …

q Also have a look in work in the database community, who are
also doing ranking, e.g. WebDB, SIGMOD, VLDB, …
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Conclusions

q SDR --> now mostly about XML retrieval
q Efficiency:

— Not just documents, but all its elements

q Models
— Statistics to be adapted or redefined
— Aggregation / combination

q User tasks
— Focussed retrieval
— No overlap
— Precision or recall oriented
— Do users really want elements

q Link to web retrieval / novelty retrieval
q Interface and visualisation
q Clustering, categorisation, summarisation
q Applications

— Intranet, the Internet(?), digital libraries, publishing companies, semantic
web, e-commerce

Evaluating structured document retrieval / XML
retrieval / INEX initiative

 Part II

 ESSIR 2005
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Part II: Outline

q Structured document retrieval and evaluation

q XML retrieval and INEX
— Introduction

—Topics

—Relevance

—Relevance assessments

—Metrics
— Interactive track

—Conclusions

— INEX 2005

Structured document retrieval and evaluation

q Passage retrieval
—Test collection built for that purpose, where passages in relevant

documents were assessed (SIGIR 1994)

q Structured document retrieval
—Web retrieval collection (museum) (RIAO 2000)

—Fictitious collection (JDoc 1998; ECIR 2002)

—Shakespeare collection (ECIR 2003)

q INEX initiative (JASIST 2004, INEX 2002, … 2004)

— “Real” large test collection following TREC methodology
—Evaluation campaign

—XML
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Evaluation of XML retrieval: INEX

q Evaluating the effectiveness of content-oriented XML retrieval
approaches

q Collaborative effort fi participants contribute to the development of the
collection

queries

relevance assessments

q Similar methodology as for TREC, but adapted to XML retrieval

INEX test suites

q Documents ~500MB (+ 241 MB): 12,107 (16, 819) articles in XML format from IEEE
Computer Society; 8 millions elements!

q INEX 2002
60 topics, inex_eval metric

q INEX 2003
66 topics, use subset of XPath, inex_eval and inex_eval_ng metrics

q INEX 2004
75 topics, subset of 2003 XPath subset (NEXI)
Official metric: inex_eval with averaged different “assumed user behaviours”
Others: inex_eval_ng, XCG, t2i, ERR, PRUM, …

q INEX 2005
87 topics, NEXI
Official metric: XCG
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INEX Topics: Content-only

<title>Open standards for digital video in distance learning</title>

<description>Open technologies behind media streaming in distance learning
projects</description>

<narrative> I am looking for articles/components discussing methodologies of digital video
production and distribution that respect free access to media content through internet or via
CD-ROMs or DVDs in connection to the learning process. Discussions of open versus
proprietary standards of storing and sending digital video will be appreciated. </narrative>

<keywords>media streaming,video streaming,audio streaming, digital video,distance learning,open
standards,free access</keywords>

INEX Topics: Content-and-structure

<title>//article[about(.,'formal methods verify correctness aviation systems')]//sec//*
[about(.,'case study application model checking theorem proving')]</title>

<description>Find documents discussing formal methods to verify correctness of
aviation systems. From those articles extract parts discussing a case study of
using model checking or theorem proving for the verification. </description>

<narrative>To be considered relevant a document must be about using formal
methods to verify correctness of aviation systems, such as flight traffic control
systems, airplane- or helicopter- parts. From those documents a section-part
must be returned (I do not want the whole section, I want something smaller).
That part should be about a case study of applying a model checker or a
theorem proverb to the verification. </narrative>

<keywords>SPIN, SMV, PVS, SPARK, CWB</keywords>
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Content-and-structure topics: Restrictions

q Returning “attribute” type elements (e.g. author, date) not allowed
   “return authors of articles containing sections on XML retrieval

approaches”

q Aboutness criterion must be specified- at least - in the target elements
   “return all paragraphs contained in sections that discuss XML retrieval

approaches”

q Branches not allowed (up to 2004)
“return sections about XML retrieval that are contained in articles that
contain paragraphs about INEX experiments”

q …

Ad hoc retrieval: Tasks

q Content-only (CO): aim is to decrease user effort by pointing the user to
the most specific relevant elements (2002 - )

q Strict content-and-structure (SCAS): retrieve relevant elements that
exactly match the structure specified in the query (2002, 2003)

q Vague content-and-structure (VCAS):

- retrieve relevant elements that may not be the same as the target
elements, but are structurally similar (2003)

- retrieve relevant elements even if do not exactly meet the structural
conditions; treat structure specification as hints as to where to look
(2004)

CO
CA

S
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Relevance in information retrieval

q A document is relevantrelevant if it “has significant and demonstrable
bearing on the matter at hand”.

q Common assumptions in information retrieval laboratory
experimentation:
- Objectivity
- Topicality

- Binary nature

- Independence

(Borlund , JASIST 2003)

Relevance in XML retrieval

q A document is relevantrelevant if it “has significant and demonstrable
bearing on the matter at hand”.

q Common assumptions in laboratory experimentation:
- Objectivity
- Topicality

- Binary nature

- Independence

XML
retrieval
evaluation

XML retrieval

article

 ss1     ss2

 s1     s2     s3

XML
evaluation
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Relevance in XML retrieval: INEX 2003 - 2004

q Relevance = (0,0) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

exhaustivity = how much the section discusses the query: 0, 1, 2, 3

specificity = how focused the section is on the query: 0, 1, 2, 3

q If a subsection is relevant so must be its enclosing section, ...

ßTopicality not enough
ßBinary nature not enough
ßIndependence is wrong

XML
retrieval
evaluation

XML retrieval

article

 ss1     ss2

 s1     s2     s3

XML
evaluation

(based on Chiaramella etal, FERMI fetch and browse model 1996)

Relevance - to recap

q find smallest component (--> specificity) that is highly relevant
(--> exhaustivity)

qq specificityspecificity: extent to which a document component is focused
on the information need, while being an informative unit.

qq exhaustivityexhaustivity: extent to which the information contained in a
document component satisfies the information need.
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Relevance assessment task

q Topics are assessed by the INEX participants

q Pooling technique (~500 elements on runs of 1500 elements)

qq CompletenessCompleteness
— Rules that force assessors to assess related elements
— E.g. element assessed relevant Æ its parent element and children elements must also

be assessed

— …

qq ConsistencyConsistency
— Rules to enforce consistent assessments

— E.g. Parent of a relevant element must also be relevant, although to a different extent

— E.g. Exhaustivity increases going up; specificity increases going down

— …

(CIKM 2004)

Interface

Current
assessments

Navigation

Groups

qAssessing a topics takes a week!
qAverage 2 topics per participants
qDuplicate assessments (12 topics) in INEX 2004
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Assessments: some results

qWith respect to the elemens to assess
26 % assessments on elements in the pool (66 % in INEX 2002).

68 % highly specific elements (3,3) not in the pool

q 7 % elements automatically assessed

q INEX 2002
23 inconsistent assessments per query for one rule

(ECIR 2004, CORIA 2004)

% Agreement per topic

Topic Nonzero agreement(%) Exact agreement(%) Type
1 12.59 2.01 CAS
2 2.95 0.21 CAS
3 22.85 10.01 CAS
4 8.60 1.79 CAS
5 60.87 47.83 CAS
6 0.00 0.00 CAS
7 27.53 9.66 CAS
8 7.63 1.55 CO
9 25.22 6.72 CO
10 9.89 0.35 CO
11 5.65 0.76 CO
12 9.08 0.96 CO

12.19 3.42
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% Agreement CO vs. CAS

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Nonzero agreement(%) Exact agreement(%)

CAS

CO

% Agreement per tag

Tag Nonzero agreement(%) Exact agreement(%)
Abs 7.53 3.23
App 13.64 3.03
Art 2.44 0.00
Article 21.70 6.93
Atl 1.95 0.24
B 16.45 12.25
Bb 15.37 14.25
Bdy 20.33 5.12
Bib 14.84 1.29
Bm 15.79 2.63
Fig 20.25 7.59
Fm 6.06 1.52
Index-entry 0.00 0.00
Ip1 10.11 2.45
Item 10.16 2.34
Lists (sum) 5.14 0.00
P 9.51 2.09
P2 10.84 3.20
Ref 5.00 3.00
Sec 15.90 3.12
Ss1 14.01 2.09
Ss2 10.45 0.75
St 5.94 0.99
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Measuring effectiveness: Metrics

q Need to consider:
- Two four-graded dimensions of relevance

- Overlapping elements in retrieval runs

- Overlapping elements in recall-base

- …

q Metrics (INEX 2003 workshop; INEX IR festival 2005)

- inex_eval (also known as inex2002)             official INEX metric until 2004
- inex_eval_ng (also known as inex2003          (INEX 2003)
- ERR (expected ratio of relevant units)            (INEX 2003)
- XCG (XML cumulative gain)             (SIGIR 2004) official INEX metric 2005
- t2i (tolerance to irrelevance)             (RIAO 2004)
- PRUM (Precision Recall with User Modelling)(2005)

Ranked result list:
p

sec

         Assessments:

p

sec

Overlap in XML Retrieval

qOverlapping (nested) result elements retrieval runs

qOverlapping (nested) reference elements in recall-base

article

author title sec

title subsec subsec

p p

sec...
...

(SIGIR 2004)
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Relevance propagates up!

q ~26,000 relevant elements on
~14,000 relevant paths

q Propagated assessments: ~45%

q Increase in size of recall-base: ~182%

Retrieve the bestbest XML elements according to
content and structure criteria:

q Most exhaustive and the most specific = (3,3)

q Near misses = (3,3) + (2,3) (1,3)   <--- specific

q Near misses = (3, 3) + (3,2) (3,1)  <-- exhaustive

q Near misses = (3, 3) + (2,3) (1,3) (3,2) (3,1) (1,2) …

q Focussed retrieval = no overlappingoverlapping elements
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Two four-graded dimensions of relevance

q How to differentiate between (1,3) and (3,3), …?

qq Several Several ““user modelsuser models””
—Expert and impatient: only reward retrieval of highly exhaustive and

specific elements (3,3)

—Expert and patient: only reward retrieval of highly specific elements
(3,3), (2,3) (1,3)

—…

—Naïve and has lots of time: reward - to a different extent - the retrieval
of any relevant elements; i.e. everything apart (0,0)

q Use a quantisation functionquantisation function for each “user model”

Examples of quantisation functions

Expert and impatient

Naïve and has a lot of time

† 

fstrict exh,spec( ) =
1 if exh = 3 and spec = 3
0 otherwise                  

Ï 
Ì 
Ó 

† 

fgeneralised exh,spec( ) =

1.00 if exh,spec( ) = (3,3)
0.75 if exh,spec( ) Œ 2,3( ), 3,2( ), 3,1( ){ }
0.50 if exh,spec( ) Œ 1,3( ), 2,2( ), 2,1( ){ }
0.25 if exh,spec( ) Œ 1,1( ), 1,2( ){ }
0.00 if exh,spec( ) = 0,0( )

Ï 

Ì 

Ô 
Ô Ô 

Ó 

Ô 
Ô 
Ô 
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q Based on precall (Raghavan etal, TOIS 1989) itself based on
expected search length (Cooper , JASIS 1968)

q Use several quantisation functions

qOverall performance as simple average across quantisation
functions

q In its form cannot consider
—overlap in retrieval runs

—overlap in recall-base

q Not easy way to extend to consider BOTH

inex_eval

Overlap in results

Simulated runs
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Overlap in results

Rank    Systems (runs)              Avg Prec    % Overlap
1.      IBM Haifa Research Lab(CO-0.5-LAREFIENMENT)    0.1437   80.89
2.      IBM Haifa Research Lab(CO-0.5) 0.1340   81.46
3.      University of Waterloo(Waterloo-Baseline) 0.1267   76.32
4.      University of Amsterdam(UAms-CO-T-FBack) 0.1174   81.85
5.      University of Waterloo(Waterloo-Expanded) 0.1173   75.62
6.      Queensland University of Technology(CO_PS_Stop50K) 0.1073   75.89
7.      Queensland University of Technology(CO_PS_099_049) 0.1072   76.81
8.      IBM Haifa Research Lab(CO-0.5-Clustering) 0.1043   81.10
9.      University of Amsterdam(UAms-CO-T) 0.1030   71.96
10.      LIP6(simple) 0.0921   64.29

Official INEX 2004 Results for CO topics

100% recall only if all relevant elements returned including
overlapping elements

Overlap in recall-base
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Effect of quantisations

0.980.97generalised-e321s3

0.910.87generalised-e3s321

0.990.99generalised-spec

0.870.8strict-e321s3

0.980.97strict-e3s321

0.890.84strict-spec

0.920.89strict - generalised

Spearman rank coefficientLinear correlation coefficient

XCG: XML cumulated gain

q Based on cumulated gain measure for IR (Kekäläinen and Järvelin, TOIS
2002)

q Accumulate gain obtained by retrieving elements up to a given rank; thus
not based on precision and recall

q Require the construction of an ideal recall-base and associated ideal run,
with which retrieval runs are compared

q Consider overlap in both retieval runs and recall-base

(SIGIR 2004, INEX 2004)
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Cumulated Gain

qGain vector (G) from ranked
document list

q Ideal gain vector (I) from
documents in recall-base

q Cumulated gain (CG)

Â
=

=
i

j

jGiCG
1

][][

ColCol = <d4,d5,d2,d3,d1> = <d4,d5,d2,d3,d1>
GG = <3,0,1,3,2> = <3,0,1,3,2>
II = <3,3,2,1,0> = <3,3,2,1,0>

CGCGGG  = <3,3,4,7,9>= <3,3,4,7,9>
CGCGII  = <3,6,8,9,9>= <3,6,8,9,9>

q Ideal recall-base - which non-overlapping elements do we
keep?
• Derived based on retrieval tasks

q Ideal run - how do we order the above elements?

• Ordering elements of the ideal recall-base by relevance value rv

Ideal Recall-base and Run

(3,3)

(3,2)

(1,2)

(3,1)

(1,3)
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XCG - Ideal run vs. actual run

  Ideal gain vector  Ideal gain vector

     I     I[[ii]] =  = rvrv((ccii))

((rvrv((ccii)) from ideal recall-base from ideal recall-base))

  Actual gain vector  Actual gain vector

      G      G[[ii]] =  = rvrv((ccii))

((rvrv((ccii) ) from full recall-basefrom full recall-base))

Ranked result list:Ranked result list:

(3,3)

(3,2)

(1,2)

(3,1)

(1,3)

Recall-base:Recall-base:

(3,3)

(3,2)

XCG: Top 10 INEX 2004 runs

73.020.295310. LTI, CMU (Lemur CO KStem Mix02 Shrink01) [4]

64.20.30989. LIP6 (bn-m2-eqt-porder-o.df.t-parameters-00195) [22]

13.350.31818. U. of Waterloo (Waterloo-Filtered) [43]

50.220.31827. U. California, Berkeley (Berkeley CO FUS T CMBZ FDBK) [23]

74.310.32476. LIP6 (bn-m1-eqt-porder-eul-o.df.t-parameters-00700) [27]

39.580.33285. U. of Tampere (UTampere CO overlap) [25]

0.070.34184. Oslo U. College (4-par-co) [24]

00.35213. U. of Amsterdam (UAms-CO-T-FBack-NoOverl) [41]

00.36992. U. of Tampere (UTampere CO fuzzy) [42]

00.37251. U. of Tampere (UTampere CO average) [40]

ovrlpMAnCG

  [?] rank by [?] rank by inexinex__evaleval
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qq Investigate behaviour of searchers when interacting withInvestigate behaviour of searchers when interacting with

XML componentsXML components

q Content-only Topics

— topic type an additional source of context

ß Background topics / Comparison topics

—2 topic types, 2 topics per type

—2004 INEX topics have added task information

q Searchers

— “distributed” design, with searchers spread across participating sites

Interactive Track in 2004

Topic Example

<title>+new +Fortran +90 +compiler</title>

<description> How does a Fortran 90 compiler differ from a compiler for
the Fortran before it. </description>

<narrative> I've been asked to make my Fortran compiler compatible
with Fortran 90 so I'm interested in the features Fortran 90 added to
the Fortran standard before it. I'd like to know about compilers (they
would have been new when they were introduced), especially
compilers whose source code might be available. Discussion of
people's experience with these features when they were new to them
is also relevant. An element will be judged as relevant if it discusses
features that Fortran 90 added to Fortran. </narrative>

<keywords>new Fortran 90 compiler</keywords>
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Baseline system

Baseline system
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Some results

q How far down the ranked list?
ß 83 % from rank 1-10
ß 10 % from rank 11-20

q Query operators rarely used
q 80 % of queries consisted of 2, 3, or 4 words

q Accessing components
ß ~2/3 was from the ranked list
ß ~1/3 was from the document structure (ToC)

q 1st viewed component from the ranked list
ÿ 40% article level, 36% section level, 22% ss1 level, 4% ss2 level

q ~ 70 % only accessed 1 component per document

Conclusion and future work

q Difficult research issues in XML retrieval are not ‘just’ about the effective
retrieval of XML documents, but also about what and how to evaluate!
— The ‘Cranfield tradition’ (and therefore the TREC evaluation setup) does not apply

directly!

q INEX 2005
— New tasks and retrieval strategies

— Relevance assessments procedure simplified!

— XCG adopted as the official metric

— More documents added from IEEE CS (up to mid-year 2004)

q Tracks
— interactive, heterogeneous, mining, relevance feedback, natural language,

multimedia
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INEX 2005 - Ad hoc tasks

q CO sub-task = content-oriented XML retrieval using content-
only conditions

q +S sub-task = content-oriented XML retrieval using additional
structural hints

—Focussed retrieval strategy: find the most relevant element in a path

—Thorough retrieval strategy: find all highly relevant elements

—Fetch and browse retrieval strategy: first identify relevant articles then
identify most relevant specific elements within these articles

INEX 2005 - Ad hoc tasks

q CAS sub-task = content-oriented XML retrieval based on content-and-
structure queries

— VVCAS strategy: structural constraints in target support elements interpreted as
vague.

— SVCAS strategy: structural constraints target elements interpreted as strict and
structural constraints in support elements interpreted as vague.

— VSCAS strategy: structural constraints in target elements interpreted as vague
and structural constraints in support elements interpreted as strict.

— SSCAS strategy: structural constraints in target and support elements
interpreted as strict.
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INEX 2005 - Relevance assessments

q First pass:
—assessors highlight text fragments containing only relevant information.

—specificity calculated automatically as some ratio

q Second pass:
—assessors judge exhaustivity level of any XML elements having

highlighted parts

— three levels: highly, partially, not exhaustive

INEX 2005 - Metrics

qOfficial XCG
—Variants of XCG metric

—XCG value at cut-off value

—Recall-based version of XCG

—Overlap %

qOthers:
— inex_eval

— inex_eval_ng

—PRUM
—ERR

— trec_eval
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